All-optical pulse power editing technique applied to controllable production of the pulse dynamic patterns in fiber lasers
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Abstract: A simple all-optical pulse power editing technique based on the combination of spectral filtering, pulse amplification, and chirped pulse broadening has been reported. The all-optical pulse power editing technique can send pulses of different peak powers to the positive or reverse saturation absorption range of nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR), which enables further controllable production of the pulse dynamic patterns in fiber lasers with a fixed gain and pulse repetition rate. Numerical and experimental results of dissipative soliton, elemental soliton molecules, diatomic soliton compounds composed of dissipative soliton and noise-like pulse (The first observed diatomic soliton compounds is a new addition to the pulse dynamics pattern family) and noise-like pulses in mode-locked Yb-doped fiber lasers are presented. The work provides a concise mechanism of the combining pulse power editing techniques with saturated absorption of NPR conducive to developing advanced dissipative soliton fiber lasers and could shed light on the onset of pulse dynamics patterns.

1. Introduction
Observations, predictions and productions of nonlinear dynamics patterns in dissipative systems are ubiquitous in many of scientific fields, from hydrodynamic systems [1], plasma physics [2], chemistry [3], biology [4], to fiber optics [5]. The fiber laser has rich nonlinearity so it provides an excellent framework for the generation of pulse dynamic patterns such as dissipative solitons [6], dissipative soliton molecules [7-9], dissipative noise-like pulses [10,11], dissipative rogue waves [12], and so on.

Fiber dispersion plays a critical role in temporal broadening or compression of optical pulses because different spectral components associated with the pulse travel at different speeds. Using chromatic dispersion, dispersive Fourier transformation maps the single-shot spectrum of an pulse dynamic pattern to a temporal waveform, thus allowing realtime to capture the spectrum and further to explore ultrafast transient process [13,14]. Using an ingenious approach for the groundbreaking inventions, amplifying the time-stretch pulse caused by dispersion rather than the compressed pulse allows for higher energies pulse [15]. Therefore, the pulse power can be effectively edited by combining simply laser gain and fiber length that is dependent on the pulse amplifying and dispersion broadening. In addition, a bandwidth-limited spectral filter as the standardized spectral component selector enables further pulse power editing quantitatively and versatilily.

Fiber nonlinearities involve generation of new spectral components and optical wave breaking [16]. The diversity of the pulse dynamic pattern is generally considered to be due to the accumulated remarkably large nonlinear phase [6,17]. In
addition to the pulse dynamics pattern caused by the excessive nonlinear phase shift, the
dissipative soliton and noise-like pulses could be generated by managing saturable
absorption of nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR), which were reported in [18,19].
Further, Cheng et al. reported on square-shaped pulse generated from a mode-locked
Yb-doped fiber laser, and they showed numerically that pulse emission was caused by
reverse saturable absorption with a 1.5% modulation depth in the laser cavity [20].
Subsequently, Li et al. indirectly prove the existence of the reverse saturable absorption
of the NPR experimentally [11] and explicitly defined the critical
saturation power (CSP), the positive and reverse saturable absorption range of the
NPR.

In this work, a simple all-optical pulse power editing link is described. The
nonlinear phase shift playing a supporting role, pulse dynamics patterns were first
controllably realized by the combining all-optical pulse power editing technique with
positive and reverse saturable absorption range of the NPR in a mode-locked
Yb-doped fiber laser.

2. Description of the idea and numerical simulations

Qualitatively, the round-trip cavity model is made up of the all-optical pulse power
editing link and lumped NPR saturable absorber as shown in Fig. 1. The power (the
product of instantaneous power and transmissivity [11]) after transmission of NPR as
a function of the instantaneous power is indicated in the inset of Fig. 1. The values of
692.0 W is the CSP of the first mode-locked region. The nonlinear transmission
occurs due to an intracavity polarizer that transforms the nonlinear evolution of the
polarization state into intensity-dependent losses.

For a pulse, the frequency components are spread across time. Thus, in the pulse
power editing link, a band-pass filter (BPF) which cuts the spectral edges of the pulse
will also cut its temporal edges. When the pulse passes through the single mode fiber
(SMF₁), the broadening is approximately \( \Delta T = DL\Delta \lambda \) (Where \( D \) is the dispersion
parameter, \( L \) is the fiber length, \( \Delta \lambda \) is 3-dB spectral width). When the pulse passes
through the YDF section, the pulse is amplified, and the pulse peak power increases at
position \( P₃ \). Due to the dispersion effect of SMF₂, the pulse width is broadened and
the peak power is reduced at position B. A schematic time-domain evolution process
is shown in the lower left of Fig. 1. The peak power is less than the CSP value of the
NPR before the pulse passes through the NPR. In this case, the NPR presents a
positive saturable absorption, and the cavity generates dissipative solitons.

Using an ingenious approach, that is increasing the length of SMF₁ while
decrease the length of SMF₂ with a fixed gain and the length sum of SMF₁ and SMF₂.
The pulse peak power as shown in the lower right of Fig. 1 reach up to 799.9 W at
position B. This value is greater than the CSP of the NPR, which is forced into the
region of reverse saturable absorption. The cavity would probably produce dissipative
elemental soliton molecules, diatomic soliton compounds or noise-like pulses (See
simulation results).
Fig. 1. Conceptual schematic of the fiber laser which consists of all-optical pulse power editing link and lumped NPR. Transmittance curve of NPR is in the inset: the product of instantaneous power of pulse and transmissivity of NPR versus instantaneous power. [Inset parameters used in the simulation: $\Delta \phi_0 = 0.05\pi$, $\delta h_0 = 0$, $L/L_w=80$, $\theta = 0.263\pi$, $\psi = 0.177\pi$]. Two sample evolution process of pulse with different SMF length ratios in the pulse power edit link (Two lower figures).

Pulse propagation within the fiber sections in the presence of higher-order dispersion and higher-order nonlinear effects is modeled with a generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLSE) [21-23]. The pulse power editing link consists of an 8-nm BPF centering at 1030 nm, a segment of SMF$_1$, a 60-cm-long YDF, one more piece of SMF$_2$, orderly; The SMF and YDF are assumed to have the same group velocity dispersion $\beta_2 = 23$ ps$^2$/km, nonlinear fiber coefficient $\gamma_{SMF} = 4.68$ W$^{-1}$km$^{-1}$, $\gamma_{YDF} = 9.3$ W$^{-1}$km$^{-1}$, gain bandwidth of YDF $\Omega = 45$ nm, gain saturation energy $E_{sat} = 1441$ pJ; The linear cavity loss was 22%. The simulation results show that the controllable emission of pulse dynamic patterns in the YDF laser, as shown in Table 1 and Figs. 3-7.

Table 1: The controllable generated pulse dynamic patterns. The fixed length sum of SMF$_1$ and SMF$_2$ is 1730 cm. (DS: dissipative soliton, NLP: noise-like pulse)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>SMF$_1$ (cm)</th>
<th>SMF$_2$ (cm)</th>
<th>SMF$_1$+ SMF$_2$ (cm)</th>
<th>$g_0$ (dB)</th>
<th>Pulse pattern (Figs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>480.0</td>
<td>1250.0</td>
<td>1730.0</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>Single DS (Fig. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>680.0</td>
<td>1050.0</td>
<td>1730.0</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>Bound state of DS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1 The controllable generation of single DS

Figure 2 shows the evolution of steady-state DSs in the YDF laser when the $g_0$ is equal to 95 dB (Samples 1 in table 1). When the power was in the range of 0–692.0 W as shown in Fig. 1, the NPR providing positive saturable absorption, while the range of 692.0–1239.0 W corresponded to reverse saturable absorption range. When the pulse is edited by all-optical pulse power editing link and reaches point B at where the peak power slightly exceeds the CSP value before the pulse passes through the NPR over consecutive round trips. In this case, the NPR presents a full positive saturable absorption and a small portion of reverse saturable absorption. Therefore the pulse presents a form of double peak after NPR at position C as shown in Fig. 2. The pulse will be restored to a single peak form after it has been further shaped by the BPF. In this case, the laser produces DSs.

2.2 Elemental DS molecules

The pulse power editing technology is used to further increase the peak power of the pulse entering the NPR. We varied the length of SMF$_1$ from 480 cm to 680 cm and the length of SMF$_2$ from 1250 cm to 1050 cm in the pulse power editing link with a fixed $g_0$ and the sum of SMFs. The pulse evolution from the beginning to stabilization passes through the BPF less than 42 round trips, the peak power $P_p$ of the pulse is gradually increased at the position behind the BPF, and the pulse width $T$ remains substantially constant depending on the limitation of the filter bandwidth as shown by the direction of the arrow in the rightmost time evolution of Fig. 3. The pulse evolution suggests that the effects of SPM should dominate over those of GVD.
for values of $\gamma P_p T^2 \beta_2$ (where $\gamma$ is the fiber nonlinear parameter, $P_p$ is the peak power of the incident pulse, $T$ is pulse width, $\beta_2$ is the GVD parameter), at least during the initial stages of pulse evolution. The physical origin of small pulse envelope near the arrow on the leftmost pulse evolution of Fig. 3 is related to optical wave breaking [24] and dispersion of YDF. In the case of normal GVD ($\beta_2 > 0$), the red-shifted light near the leading edge travels faster and overtakes the unshifted light in the forward tail of the pulse. The opposite occurs for the blue-shifted light near the trailing edge. In both cases, the leading and trailing regions of the pulse contain light at two different frequencies that interfere see interference fringes in the spectra of Fig. 3. Small pulse envelopes suffer to continuously dispersion, gain one round trip by one round trip until the laser system reaches a steady state. Due to NPR's cyclic positive saturation absorption and BPF's cyclic pulse shaping, the bound DSs (elemental DS molecules) is finally formed.

![Fig. 3](image)

Fig. 3 Calculated steady-state bound state of DSs evolution in time (up) and spectrum (down) domains for cavity position B, C and after filter.

It is worth mentioning that the edited pulse peak power at position B here is higher than peak power of position B in Fig. 3. In other words, more instantaneous power enters into NPR's reverse saturable absorption range. The obvious sinking of the pulse peak power pass through at the position C directly verifies the effectiveness of pulse power editing.

2.3 Diatomic soliton compounds

We increased the length of SMF$_1$ from 680 cm to 880 cm and decreased the length of SMF$_2$ from 1050 cm to 850 cm in the pulse power editing link with a fixed $g_0$ and the sum of SMFs (see Table 1). From the above analysis, the shorter the length of SMF$_2$, the stronger the pulse peak power will be edited before it enters the NPR. Optical wave breaking induced by SPM in YDF [16] and fine-structure oscillations in pulse induced by reverse saturation absorption of NPR can be occur [11]. Considers stimulated Raman scattering, the energy from a 1030-nm pump wave is transferred to a Stokes wave (downshifted by about 13 THz). Therefore, the front pulse preferentially enjoys downshifted energy, so the front pulse is subjected to strong reverse saturation absorption and evolves into a noise-like pulse. The bound form of
single DS and NLP were first discovered in our simulations as shown in Fig. 4. Enlightened by the definition of soliton molecules, we named this pulse dynamic pattern as diatomic soliton compounds. Compare with the bound pulse in Fig. 3, because SMF$_2$ becomes shorter, the dispersion effect is attenuated in SMF$_2$, which causes the interval between the two bound pulses to become smaller.

The autocorrelation trace of 5 roundtrips randomly extracted from pulse evolution process of diatomic soliton compounds for cavity position B, C and after filter are shown at the bottom of Fig. 4. The dynamic evolution of the autocorrelation traces as unique property of diatomic soliton compounds is demonstrated, which is consistent with the experimental observations.

![Fig. 4 Evolution in time domain (up) and spectrum domain (middle) of diatomic soliton compounds for cavity position B, C and after filter. Autocorrelation trace (down) of 5 roundtrips randomly extracted.](image)

Increased the length of SMF$_1$ from 880 cm to 1080 cm and decreased the length of SMF$_2$ from 850 cm to 650 cm in the pulse power editing link with a fixed $g_0$ and the sum of SMFs (see Table 1). The diatomic soliton compounds can still be generated in the cavity. Compared with the dispersion broadening effect caused by SMF$_2$ in Fig. 4, the pulse broadening and the pulse intervals between DS and NLP in the diatomic soliton compounds caused by dispersion of SMF$_2$, which have all been further reduced in Fig. 5.
2.4 The controllable generation of single NLP

Increased the length of SMF\textsubscript{1} from 1080 cm to 1480 cm and decreased the length of SMF\textsubscript{2} from 650 cm to 250 cm in the pulse power editing link with a fixed $g_0$ and the sum of SMFs (see Table 1). When the pulse passes through the YDF, the pulse amplitude is amplified, and the pulse peak power increases, and before passing the NPR, the edited pulse peak power exceeds 1000 W at position B, as shown in Fig. 6. This value is greater than the CSP of the NPR, which is forced into the region of reverse saturable absorption. In this case, when the whole pulse passes through the NPR SA, the low-power part suffers a small absorption, while the high-power part suffers a large absorption. The pulse constantly experiences the the reverse saturable absorption in the next round trips until the system reaches a equilibrium state; consequently, the NLP are formed without the dramatically nonlinear induced optical wave breaking.
3. Experimental results

We constructed fiber ring lasers as shown in Fig. 7 for the experiment. Briefly, it comprises an all-optical pulse power editing link and a NPR SA. The pulse power editing link consists of an 8 nm bandpass filter, a 976/1030 nm WDM, a 850 mW LD, a variable length SMF, 0.6 m YDF, a 10% output OC and another variable length SMF. The SMF and YDF have a same GVD coefficient of 23 ps²·km⁻¹. The NPR consists of two PCs were used to finely adjust the cavity intensity-dependent losses. A PD-ISO was used to force the unidirectional operation of the fiber ring and realize the function of optical polarization generation and polarization detection. In constructing the laser cavity, special care was taken to ensure the total length of the cavity is 1790 cm. By adjusting the length of SMF between point C and A in Fig. 7 meanwhile, the SMF length between PC2 and filter should be kept to the minimum, which make the length of $L_{CA}$ correspond to the SMF1 length in the numerical simulation along the operating direction of the laser. By adjusting the length of SMF between point B and C, make the length $L_{BC}$ correspond to the SMF2 length.

![Fig. 7 A schematic of the fiber soliton laser setup. LD: laser diode, WDM: wavelength division multiplexer, YDF: Yb-doped fiber, 10% OC: 10% output coupler, PC: polarization controller, PD-ISO: polarization-dependent isolator.](image)

As discussed in the numerical simulation above, we have experimentally performed four fiber lasers with uniform cavity lengths by assigning fiber length ratios of SMF$_{CA}$ (SMF1) and SMF$_{BC}$ (SMF2) as stated in Table 1. A brief description of the experimental results can be found in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>$L_{CA}$ (cm)</th>
<th>$L_{BC}$ (cm)</th>
<th>Pump power (mW)</th>
<th>Pulse pattern (Figs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>480.0</td>
<td>1250.0</td>
<td>260.9-310.0</td>
<td>Single DS (Fig. 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>680.0</td>
<td>1050.0</td>
<td>268.3-302.0</td>
<td>Bound state of DS (Elemental DS molecules Fig. 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>880.0</td>
<td>850.0</td>
<td>270.2-322.0</td>
<td>Diatomic soliton compounds (Fig. 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1480.0</td>
<td>250.0</td>
<td>282.5-650.0</td>
<td>Single NLP (Fig. 11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A single dissipative soliton could be generated when the pump power was 260.9 mW as shown in Fig. 8. With the pump power increasing to 310 mW, upon rotating the PCs, multiple pulses and NLP could be produced.
2-m SMF were cut from $L_{BC}$ of the DS cavity of Fig. 8 and fused to $L_{AC}$ to rebuild a mode-locked fiber laser. By carefully adjusting the PC states, we obtained elemental DS molecules when the pump power was 268.3 mW as shown in Fig. 9. In addition to DS molecules, other pulse dynamics states such as DS, NLP can also be obtained by appropriately adjusting the pump power and the state of the PC in a same cavity. We can qualitatively understand these phenomena in the following way. In addition to the cavity length $L$, the change in the nonlinear loss curve of NPR mainly depends on the rotation angle of PCs. The dynamical interplay between nonlinear loss of the NPR and other physical effects, such as gain saturation of YDF, dispersion and Kerr nonlinearity of fiber, and spectral filtering, makes the mode-locked operation, which is expected to generate the pulse dynamics patterns at a constant repetition rate. Generally, single DS is easily produced if transmission curve of NPR has a high CSP [11]. Assuming that the gain saturation of the gain fiber is enough large, the pulse can be quickly amplified in a very short gain fiber. Therefore, depending on the nonlinear effect of the fiber, the pulse breaking occur easily in an all-normal dispersion fiber laser [16]. In this case, multiple pulse states including DS molecules are easily generated [25, 26]. If the pump power is increased with a lower gain saturation, the pulse does not breaking. Once the peak power of the pulse greatly exceeds the CSP of NPR transmission curve, the pulse is easy to evolve into NLP depending on the reverse saturation absorption of NPR [11]. Therefore, using pulse power editing technology combined with NPR saturated absorption, numerical simulation guides experiments, and it is easier to achieve controllable generation of pulse dynamic patterns such as the elemental DS molecules in Fig. 9.
2-m SMF were cut from $L_{BC}$ of the elemental soliton molecules cavity of Fig. 9 and fused to $L_{AC}$ to rebuild a mode-locked fiber laser. The experimental results shown in Fig. 10 clearly confirmed the existence of diatomic soliton compounds as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 in the fiber laser. In particular, the autocorrelation trace of diatomic soliton compounds exhibit a dynamically variable shape as a function of the round-trip cavity period as shown in Media 1; However, due to the superimposed recording of the autocorrelator, the autocorrelation trace in the experiment was recorded as Fig. 10(b), which are in good agreement with the numerical simulations [also see the numerical autocorrelation image at the bottom of Fig. 4].

![Fig. 10 Optical spectrum (a) and autocorrelation trace (b) of diatomic soliton compounds of DS and NLP. (The dynamic autocorrelation also see Media 1)](image)

2-m SMF were cut from $L_{BC}$ of the diatomic soliton compounds cavity of Fig. 10 and fused to $L_{AC}$ to rebuild a mode-locked fiber laser once again. As discussed above, the pulse power is edited largely into NPR’s reverse saturation absorption region. With the pump power increasing to 282.5 mW, an NLP could be produced. The signature autocorrelated signal as shown in Fig. 5 with a narrow spike “riding” on a wide pedestal was a clear sign of the NLP.

![Fig. 12 Optical spectrum (a) and autocorrelation trace (b) of NLP.](image)

In conclusion, we presented a concise mechanism for pulse dynamics patterns controllable generation predicted by theoretical works. The pulse power editing techniques as well as the pivotal role of the reverse saturable absorption of the nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) provide some new perspectives into the ultrafast dynamics. Furtherly, by combining pulse power editing techniques with a saturated absorber of a low modulation depth, or a saturated absorber having a second mode-locking zone, to produce pulse dynamics pattern is great significance.
in nonlinear optical fiber optics. The spatiotemporal dynamics of multimode optical solitons, hydrodynamic and other fields that may also benefit from cross-fertilization of ideas.
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